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He will also be on top of the facts he needs to govern. But after three and one half years, Ronald Reagan is still making major errors, and astounding proposals.

During Sunday night's debate, Mr. Reagan said he wanted to spend hundreds of billions of dollars on his Star Wars weapons system. Then when he's done he wants to show the Soviets how it works.

Well, I have a question for him: Over which state does he propose to test these nuclear weapons? Do you want him to test it over Arkansas?

If the system does work, he wants to give it to the Soviet Union. Now, that makes a lot of sense. We won't sell the Russians ordinary commercial computers, but this president wants to give them our most important, sensitive military secrets.

And that wasn't Ronald Reagan's only problem Sunday night. He said the only alternative to the Marcos dictatorship in the Philippines was communism. The next day, even his own state department said he was wrong. Listen, if this president won't listen to his own advisors, he could at least read the newspapers.

Believe me, I'd like to go on correcting his errors until we covered every one. But I know you don't have all day. Just let me mention one more important mistake. He said our deficits had no connection with our problem of illegal immigration. He should know better than that. Those massive deficits have forced our real